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Why/what CIB and 1st stars and BHs?

• Galaxies are now found out to z ~ 6
• Star formation increases rapidly between z=0 and ~1
• Systems are metal rich early on
• Colours show �normal� stellar populations
• Typical mass ~0.3-1 M๏

• First stars era: 
• What were they? (Stars/Black holes?)
• When did they form?
• How long has their era lasted?
• Can be detected perhaps through their 

unique imprint in
cosmic infrared background (CIB)

• LOOK FOR THESE OBJECTS IN CIB 
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Diffuse background from Pop 3 and BHs (Kashlinsky et al 2004)
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Emissions are cut at λ > 0.1 (1+z) μm, or ~ 1μm for z~10 

If first objects were massive stars or BHs radiating at the Eddington limit they would CIB as follows:
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Mean CIB is difficult to probe because of foregrounds
but Zodi and Galactic Cirrus are smooth!

G. cirrus Zodi CMB
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Mean squared flux δFλ
2=q2Pλ(q)/(2π), power P=<|FFTFlux|2>, scales via q(rad-1) = l (multipole)

I. Shot  noise component to power from sources occasionally entering the beam δF/F ~ 1/Nbeam
½

PSN = ∫ S2(m) dN/dm dm ~ S FCIB ~ n S2. Units:   [PSN] = nJy nW/m2/sr (or nW2/m4/sr)

II. Clustering component reflects clustering of the emitters, their epochs and duration of their era.

Because the foregrounds are
very bright, but smooth
evaluate  the CIB fluctuations
after subtracting sources: i.e.

Source-Subtracted CIB Fluctuations



CIB fluctuations at 3-8 μm
from deep Spitzer images (cryogenic + warm era)

A. Kashlinsky, R. Arendt, J. Mather & H. Moseley
(Nature, 2005, 438, 45;  ApJL, 2007, 654, L1; 654, L5; 666, L1 – KAMM1-4)

R. Arendt, A. Kashlinsky, H. Moseley & J. Mather (2010, ApJS, 186,10 – AKMM)

A. Kashlinsky et al. (2012, ApJ, 753, 63)

• Source-subtracted IRAC images contain significant CIB fluctuations at 3.6 to 8μm.
• These fluctuations come from populations with significant clustering component but 
only low levels of the shot-noise component.
• There are no correlations between source-subtracted IRAC maps and HST/ACS 
source catalog maps (< 0.9  μm).
• These imply that the CIB fluctuations originate in populations  in either 1) 1st 0.5 Gyr or 
z>6-7 (t<0.5 Gyr), or 2) very faint more local populations not yet observed.
• If at high z, these populations have projected number density of up to a few arcsec-2

and are within the confusion noise of the present-day instruments.
• But so far there is no direct info on the epochs of these populations

Results briefly:
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Comparison of self-calibration w standard image assembly

(Median across the array) From Arendt et al (2010)
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From Kashlinsky et al (2012)

Averaged over fields. Signal, inc the 3.6x4.5 μm cross-power,  is measured to ~ 1o

• Measurement now extends  to ~ 1deg for 7+ regions
• Shaded region is contribution of remiaining ordinary galaxies (low/high faint 

end of luminosity function)
• CIB fluctuations continue to diverge to more than 10 X  of ordinary galaxies.
• Blue line corresponds to “toy-model” of LCDM populations at  z>10
• Fits are reasonable by high-z populations coinciding with first stars epochs
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   Luminosity Functions

M*
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α

From HRK12 – currently 
updated to 340+ LF surveys
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Reconstructing CIB from observed counts

γγ absorption limits

Diffuse flux from observed sources counts

• The reconstruction fits the data well
• There is little flux left from known sources



COMPARISON of MEASUREMENTS by remaining shot noise (depth)

PSN shown in nJy nW/m2/sr
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Cross-correlating CIB with CXB (Cappelluti et al 2013, 2017)

• Have constructed 
unresolved CXB maps using 
several Msec deep Chandra 
and Spitzer data

• There exists highly 
statistically significant cross-
power (>5-sigma)

• CXB-CIB coherence is 
C=|PX-IR|2/PX/PIR ≳ 0.15

• Indicates at least √C~ 35% 
of the CIB sources are 
correlated with accreting 
sources (BHs), proportion 
far higher than in the 
present-day populations.
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CIB-CXB cross-power/fluctuations



Observational motivation established with Spitzer, AKARI + 
Chandra data:

• Spitzer and AKARI
measurements uncovered 

source-subtracted CIB fluc-
tuations significantly in 
excess of those by remaining
known gals. Power consis-
tent with high-z LCDM

• There exists CXB-CIB  
crosspower in Spitzer+
Chandra data exceeding
at  >5σ significance the 
cross-power from known
sources and indicating 
high BH proportion (>1:5) 
among the CIB sources.

Two current models successfully explain the measurements: 1) direct-collapse-BHs (DCBHs, 
Yue et al 2013) and 2) primordial LIGO-type BHs making up dark matter (Kashlinsky 2016).
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CIB at 2-5 micron: established key properties

• Two components: shot-noise at small scales and clustering component

• Shot noise is from remaining galaxies, but clustering component indicates new 

pops

• Large-scale component cannot be accounted for by remaining known galaxies

• SED consistent with λ-3 from hot Rayleigh-Jeans sources

• Angular spectrum to 1 deg consistent with high-z LCDM-distributed population

• Fluctuations are coherent with unresolved soft-X band (0.5-1keV)  CXB 

indicating at least ~25-40% of sources are accreting BHs

• The clustering component does yet appear to start decreasing as the shot noise 

is lowered from 7.8 hr/pix to > 21 hr/pix exposures 

• No coherence between CIB and unresolved CXB at harder (>1 Kev) X-bands

• The measured coherence cannot be explained by remaining known populations

• Diffuse maps do not correlate with either removed sources or extended mask
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Summary of current CIB measurements: 2-5 micron  (Spitzer and AKARI)

AKARI Spitzer/IRAC1 Spitzer/IRAC2

The integrated (“quasi-bolometric”) excess CIB flux fluctuation from data, w √Pλ∝ λ-3:

the redshift cone with known galaxies across the required
wavelengths. The reconstructed populations are on average
described by the “default” model of HRK12 and are bracketed
by the high- and low-faint-end (HFE and LFE) extremes of the
LF extrapolation to very faint luminosities still consistent with
the LF surveys. The accuracy of the reconstruction is verified
by the remarkably good fits to the newly measured, and much
deeper than before, IRAC counts (Ashby et al. 2013, 2014). As
Figure 1 shows the galaxies remaining in the Spitzer and
AKARI data account well for the shot-noise term, but appear to
produce too little CIB to explain the large-scale clustering
component, which then must arise in new populations. This
reconstruction is adopted in our discussion below.

2.3. Energy Requirements of the CIB Fluctuations
and New Populations

2.3.1. General Considerations

The bolometric flux produced by populations containing a
fraction f of the baryons in the universe after they have
converted their mass-energy into radiation with efficiency ϵ is
given by
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strongly biased and span a short period of cosmic time, are
expected to produce E% w � _a F F μ(2 5 m) 10%5 relative
CIB fluctuations on 5′ scales. Such populations would then
require producing about FCIB ∼ 1 nWm−2 sr−1 in the integrated
flux at near-IR wavelengths 2.4–4.5 μm (KAMM3). If

populations at lower redshifts and spanning longer cosmic
periods with less biasing were to explain the measurement, they
would require production of much larger CIB, which would be
comparable to the net CIB flux at 3.6 and 4.5 μm from all the
known galaxies out to 2m 26AB (Fazio et al. 2004a;
Kashlinsky 2005a; Ashby et al. 2013). If its λ−3 SED extends
to 1.6 μm , the integrated CIB fluctuation excess from the new
populations would be higher at E a _F (5 ) 0.3 nWm−2 sr−1 over
the 1.6–5 μm range leading to FCIB(1–5 μm)13 nWm−2 sr−1

still within the errors of the current conservative CIB
measurements of Thompson et al. (2007a).
The shot-noise power can also be written as
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producing a mean CIB level of 1 nW m−2 sr−1 has typical flux
of S = PSN nJy. The measured levels of the shot-noise do not
currently reach the regime of attenuation of the large-scale
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then probe the flux of the typical sources responsible for this
CIB component. The deepest current limits reached are
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The sources producing these CIB fluctuations 
should have contributed 

FCIB(2-5μm) ~ 1 nW/m2/sr



Can this CIB be produced by high-z sources?
(Kashlinsky et al 2015, ApJ, 804, 99)

• The net CIB fluctuation integrated between 2 and  5 μm is δF2-5μm=0.1 nW/m2/sr
• The net “bolometric” flux produced by sources at high zeff emitting radiation at efficiency ε:

• If P3 then ε~0.007, if P2 then ε~0.0007, if BH then one can reach ε~0.2
• Hence to produce the measured δF2-5μm ~ 0.1 nW/m2/sr with relative amplitude Δ5’~0.1 

around 5’ one needs: 

the redshift cone with known galaxies across the required
wavelengths. The reconstructed populations are on average
described by the “default” model of HRK12 and are bracketed
by the high- and low-faint-end (HFE and LFE) extremes of the
LF extrapolation to very faint luminosities still consistent with
the LF surveys. The accuracy of the reconstruction is verified
by the remarkably good fits to the newly measured, and much
deeper than before, IRAC counts (Ashby et al. 2013, 2014). As
Figure 1 shows the galaxies remaining in the Spitzer and
AKARI data account well for the shot-noise term, but appear to
produce too little CIB to explain the large-scale clustering
component, which then must arise in new populations. This
reconstruction is adopted in our discussion below.

2.3. Energy Requirements of the CIB Fluctuations
and New Populations

2.3.1. General Considerations

The bolometric flux produced by populations containing a
fraction f of the baryons in the universe after they have
converted their mass-energy into radiation with efficiency ϵ is
given by
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require producing about FCIB ∼ 1 nWm−2 sr−1 in the integrated
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populations at lower redshifts and spanning longer cosmic
periods with less biasing were to explain the measurement, they
would require production of much larger CIB, which would be
comparable to the net CIB flux at 3.6 and 4.5 μm from all the
known galaxies out to 2m 26AB (Fazio et al. 2004a;
Kashlinsky 2005a; Ashby et al. 2013). If its λ−3 SED extends
to 1.6 μm , the integrated CIB fluctuation excess from the new
populations would be higher at E a _F (5 ) 0.3 nWm−2 sr−1 over
the 1.6–5 μm range leading to FCIB(1–5 μm)13 nWm−2 sr−1

still within the errors of the current conservative CIB
measurements of Thompson et al. (2007a).
The shot-noise power can also be written as
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flux from the remaining sources. Hence we express the shot
noise power in units of nJy·nW m−2 sr−1 such that a population
producing a mean CIB level of 1 nW m−2 sr−1 has typical flux
of S = PSN nJy. The measured levels of the shot-noise do not
currently reach the regime of attenuation of the large-scale
fluctuation from clustering; the point where this happens would
then probe the flux of the typical sources responsible for this
CIB component. The deepest current limits reached are

�P (26, 14)SN nJy·nWm−2 sr−1 at (3.6,4.5) μm. Since
_P SFSN CIB, these limits coupled with the above, imply the
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This corresponds to AB magnitudes fainter than 2mAB 29–30
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new sources can be estimated in a similar manner by writing
the shot-noise power from these sources as PSN
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(KAMM3). Since the measured shot-noise at PSN ∼
10−11 nW2 m−4 sr−1 (KAMM2) represents an upper limit on
the shot-noise from the new populations, their number per
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the redshift cone with known galaxies across the required
wavelengths. The reconstructed populations are on average
described by the “default” model of HRK12 and are bracketed
by the high- and low-faint-end (HFE and LFE) extremes of the
LF extrapolation to very faint luminosities still consistent with
the LF surveys. The accuracy of the reconstruction is verified
by the remarkably good fits to the newly measured, and much
deeper than before, IRAC counts (Ashby et al. 2013, 2014). As
Figure 1 shows the galaxies remaining in the Spitzer and
AKARI data account well for the shot-noise term, but appear to
produce too little CIB to explain the large-scale clustering
component, which then must arise in new populations. This
reconstruction is adopted in our discussion below.

2.3. Energy Requirements of the CIB Fluctuations
and New Populations

2.3.1. General Considerations

The bolometric flux produced by populations containing a
fraction f of the baryons in the universe after they have
converted their mass-energy into radiation with efficiency ϵ is
given by
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tions can be characterized with an amplitude at some fiducial
scale and a template. The CIB fluctuation at, say ∼5′ which was
used for such normalization in K12, as measured with Spitzer
and AKARI can be integrated to give the net integrated CIB flux
fluctuations over the wavelengths of the detections leading to
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“nominal” central values of the filters were plugged into the
middle expression above. Populations at high z, which are
strongly biased and span a short period of cosmic time, are
expected to produce E% w � _a F F μ(2 5 m) 10%5 relative
CIB fluctuations on 5′ scales. Such populations would then
require producing about FCIB ∼ 1 nWm−2 sr−1 in the integrated
flux at near-IR wavelengths 2.4–4.5 μm (KAMM3). If

populations at lower redshifts and spanning longer cosmic
periods with less biasing were to explain the measurement, they
would require production of much larger CIB, which would be
comparable to the net CIB flux at 3.6 and 4.5 μm from all the
known galaxies out to 2m 26AB (Fazio et al. 2004a;
Kashlinsky 2005a; Ashby et al. 2013). If its λ−3 SED extends
to 1.6 μm , the integrated CIB fluctuation excess from the new
populations would be higher at E a _F (5 ) 0.3 nWm−2 sr−1 over
the 1.6–5 μm range leading to FCIB(1–5 μm)13 nWm−2 sr−1

still within the errors of the current conservative CIB
measurements of Thompson et al. (2007a).
The shot-noise power can also be written as

�O�P S m F m( ¯ ) ( )SN tot lim , where �F m( )tot lim is the net CIB
flux from the remaining sources. Hence we express the shot
noise power in units of nJy·nW m−2 sr−1 such that a population
producing a mean CIB level of 1 nW m−2 sr−1 has typical flux
of S = PSN nJy. The measured levels of the shot-noise do not
currently reach the regime of attenuation of the large-scale
fluctuation from clustering; the point where this happens would
then probe the flux of the typical sources responsible for this
CIB component. The deepest current limits reached are

�P (26, 14)SN nJy·nWm−2 sr−1 at (3.6,4.5) μm. Since
_P SFSN CIB, these limits coupled with the above, imply the

upper limits on the typical fluxes of the sources producing them
(Kashlinsky et al. 2007b):
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This corresponds to AB magnitudes fainter than 2mAB 29–30
around 1 μm being in the range currently not accessible to
galaxy counts surveys.
A lower limit on the projected surface density, n2, of these

new sources can be estimated in a similar manner by writing
the shot-noise power from these sources as PSN
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(KAMM3). Since the measured shot-noise at PSN ∼
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Confusion intervenes when there are less than 50 beams/source
(Condon 1974), so the above shows that the bulk, perhaps all,
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of the new populations would be well within the confusion
noise of the NIRCam beam.

2.3.2. High-z: Emissions From First Star Epochs

The expectation is that at any given time the first collapsing
halos will contain a mixture of stellar populations: Pop III stars,
formed out of still pristine gas, and characterized by an initial
mass function (IMF) that is still very uncertain, but is thought
to be biased toward high masses (reviewed in Bromm 2013);
and Pop II stars, formed out of already metal-enriched material,
described by a normal, Salpeter-like IMF (e.g., Bromm &
Loeb 2006; Campisi et al. 2011). In addition to these stellar
sources, the production of H and He ionizing photons from
accreting BHs could play a major role in shaping the high-z
intergalactic matter (IGM; e.g., Mirabel et al. 2011; Jeon
et al. 2012, 2014). Such BH activity could originate in either
the relics of massive Pop III or Pop II stars, or in the direct
collapse of primordial gas clouds to _ :M105 massive BHs
(Bromm & Loeb 2003; Volonteri & Bellovary 2012). Accret-
ing BH populations would also contribute to the cosmic X-ray
background (CXB), due to their high-energy, non-thermal
spectral component (e.g., Ricotti et al. 2005; Yue et al. 2013b).
Cooray et al. (2012b) and Yue et al. (2013a) argue that
extrapolating the z ∼ 8 UV LF to much higher redshifts would
lead to fairly low levels of the CIB from the purely stellar
component. Yue et al. (2013b) ascribe the CIB fluctuations and
their coherence with the soft X-ray CXB (C13) to direct
collapse BHs, which with the right absorption properties (NH)
at 2z 15 can explain both the CIB fluctuations and the CIB-
CXB coherence.

We now provide a general constraint that the sources at high
z have to satisfy if they are to explain the CIB fluctuation
measurement. If the faint contributors to the source-subtracted
CIB fluctuations discussed above lie at the very early epochs
associated with the first stars, galaxies, and BHs, then they have
to contribute as follows:

1. Massive stars, such as hypothesized to dominate the first
stars era, are radiation-pressure dominated, and emit
nearly at the Eddington limit. In addition, they are close
to fully convective with the entire stellar mass taking part
in the hydrogen burning (Bromm et al. 2001;

Schaerer 2002). This leads to the high overall efficiency
of � �* 0.007. Hence, a fraction of
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or about 0.1% of the entire baryons, would have had to go
through very massive stars at high redshifts in order to
explain the flux level of ∼1 nW m−2 sr−1 implied by
Equations (1), (2), if the CIB fluctuations were produced
by these stars at high z. Note that this argument is
approximately independent of metallicity in as much as
the convection encompasses the entire star. If the excess
CIB extends to 1.6 μm with the M�3 SED, the fraction in
Equation (6) would rise to_0.6%, which is still an order
of magnitude below what Madau & Silk (2005) deemed
problematic.

2. For normal Pop II stars, described by a Salpeter IMF, the
effective efficiency is an order of magnitude lower since
only a small core burns hydrogen. This leads to the
overall efficiency being at least an order of magnitude
lower than that of massive stars requiring that if such
populations were to explain the flux level of ∼1 nW m−2

sr−1 in Equations (1), (2), they had to contribute
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If the excess CIB extends to 1.6 μm with the M�3 SED,
the fraction of normal stars required to explain such CIB
fluctuations would rise to 26%.

3. A qualitatively different contribution to the CIB arises
from the death in energetic SNe of massive Pop III and
Pop II stars at high z. Here, the kinetic energy of the
explosion, and that from the radioactive decay of the
newly synthesized Ni will be converted into radiation
(e.g., Ritter et al. 2012). However, the overall efficiency
for this conversion is extremely small. As a representative
example, if we assume a kinetic explosion energy of

_E 10SN
51 erg, and compare this with the rest energy of

a � :M M10SN progenitor, typical for standard core-
collapse SNe, we find an overall efficiency of
� �� 1E M c( ) 10SN SN SN

2 4. It is thus clear that SN
feedback will not be an important source of ionizing
radiation, compared with massive stars and BHs (see
below), and we are thus justified in neglecting their
contribution to the CIB.

4. In case of accreting black holes, �BH can be as high as 0.4
for maximally rotating Kerr-holes, and in any case is
much greater than that of H-burning. Thus, BHs can
contribute significantly even with much smaller fraction
than stars. Namely
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5. Dense stellar systems (DSS), where direct stellar
collisions may occur as a result of stellar dynamical
evolution in the early universe (Kashlinsky & Rees 1983)
releasing large amounts of energy would provide an
additional component to the net CIB balance. This

Figure 5. Transmission curves of the NIRCam W filters. Green shows the
AKARI 2.4 μm filter; red corresponds to IRAC 3.6 and 4.5 μm bands. CIBER
filters at 1.1 and 1.6 μm are shown in blue adopted from Bock et al. (2013).
The 2MASS (and NICMOS) filters are not plotted in this already crowded
figure; they are shown in, e.g., Figure 6 of Kashlinsky (2005a).
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of the new populations would be well within the confusion
noise of the NIRCam beam.

2.3.2. High-z: Emissions From First Star Epochs

The expectation is that at any given time the first collapsing
halos will contain a mixture of stellar populations: Pop III stars,
formed out of still pristine gas, and characterized by an initial
mass function (IMF) that is still very uncertain, but is thought
to be biased toward high masses (reviewed in Bromm 2013);
and Pop II stars, formed out of already metal-enriched material,
described by a normal, Salpeter-like IMF (e.g., Bromm &
Loeb 2006; Campisi et al. 2011). In addition to these stellar
sources, the production of H and He ionizing photons from
accreting BHs could play a major role in shaping the high-z
intergalactic matter (IGM; e.g., Mirabel et al. 2011; Jeon
et al. 2012, 2014). Such BH activity could originate in either
the relics of massive Pop III or Pop II stars, or in the direct
collapse of primordial gas clouds to _ :M105 massive BHs
(Bromm & Loeb 2003; Volonteri & Bellovary 2012). Accret-
ing BH populations would also contribute to the cosmic X-ray
background (CXB), due to their high-energy, non-thermal
spectral component (e.g., Ricotti et al. 2005; Yue et al. 2013b).
Cooray et al. (2012b) and Yue et al. (2013a) argue that
extrapolating the z ∼ 8 UV LF to much higher redshifts would
lead to fairly low levels of the CIB from the purely stellar
component. Yue et al. (2013b) ascribe the CIB fluctuations and
their coherence with the soft X-ray CXB (C13) to direct
collapse BHs, which with the right absorption properties (NH)
at 2z 15 can explain both the CIB fluctuations and the CIB-
CXB coherence.

We now provide a general constraint that the sources at high
z have to satisfy if they are to explain the CIB fluctuation
measurement. If the faint contributors to the source-subtracted
CIB fluctuations discussed above lie at the very early epochs
associated with the first stars, galaxies, and BHs, then they have
to contribute as follows:

1. Massive stars, such as hypothesized to dominate the first
stars era, are radiation-pressure dominated, and emit
nearly at the Eddington limit. In addition, they are close
to fully convective with the entire stellar mass taking part
in the hydrogen burning (Bromm et al. 2001;

Schaerer 2002). This leads to the high overall efficiency
of � �* 0.007. Hence, a fraction of
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or about 0.1% of the entire baryons, would have had to go
through very massive stars at high redshifts in order to
explain the flux level of ∼1 nW m−2 sr−1 implied by
Equations (1), (2), if the CIB fluctuations were produced
by these stars at high z. Note that this argument is
approximately independent of metallicity in as much as
the convection encompasses the entire star. If the excess
CIB extends to 1.6 μm with the M�3 SED, the fraction in
Equation (6) would rise to_0.6%, which is still an order
of magnitude below what Madau & Silk (2005) deemed
problematic.

2. For normal Pop II stars, described by a Salpeter IMF, the
effective efficiency is an order of magnitude lower since
only a small core burns hydrogen. This leads to the
overall efficiency being at least an order of magnitude
lower than that of massive stars requiring that if such
populations were to explain the flux level of ∼1 nW m−2

sr−1 in Equations (1), (2), they had to contribute
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If the excess CIB extends to 1.6 μm with the M�3 SED,
the fraction of normal stars required to explain such CIB
fluctuations would rise to 26%.

3. A qualitatively different contribution to the CIB arises
from the death in energetic SNe of massive Pop III and
Pop II stars at high z. Here, the kinetic energy of the
explosion, and that from the radioactive decay of the
newly synthesized Ni will be converted into radiation
(e.g., Ritter et al. 2012). However, the overall efficiency
for this conversion is extremely small. As a representative
example, if we assume a kinetic explosion energy of

_E 10SN
51 erg, and compare this with the rest energy of

a � :M M10SN progenitor, typical for standard core-
collapse SNe, we find an overall efficiency of
� �� 1E M c( ) 10SN SN SN

2 4. It is thus clear that SN
feedback will not be an important source of ionizing
radiation, compared with massive stars and BHs (see
below), and we are thus justified in neglecting their
contribution to the CIB.

4. In case of accreting black holes, �BH can be as high as 0.4
for maximally rotating Kerr-holes, and in any case is
much greater than that of H-burning. Thus, BHs can
contribute significantly even with much smaller fraction
than stars. Namely
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5. Dense stellar systems (DSS), where direct stellar
collisions may occur as a result of stellar dynamical
evolution in the early universe (Kashlinsky & Rees 1983)
releasing large amounts of energy would provide an
additional component to the net CIB balance. This

Figure 5. Transmission curves of the NIRCam W filters. Green shows the
AKARI 2.4 μm filter; red corresponds to IRAC 3.6 and 4.5 μm bands. CIBER
filters at 1.1 and 1.6 μm are shown in blue adopted from Bock et al. (2013).
The 2MASS (and NICMOS) filters are not plotted in this already crowded
figure; they are shown in, e.g., Figure 6 of Kashlinsky (2005a).
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of the new populations would be well within the confusion
noise of the NIRCam beam.

2.3.2. High-z: Emissions From First Star Epochs

The expectation is that at any given time the first collapsing
halos will contain a mixture of stellar populations: Pop III stars,
formed out of still pristine gas, and characterized by an initial
mass function (IMF) that is still very uncertain, but is thought
to be biased toward high masses (reviewed in Bromm 2013);
and Pop II stars, formed out of already metal-enriched material,
described by a normal, Salpeter-like IMF (e.g., Bromm &
Loeb 2006; Campisi et al. 2011). In addition to these stellar
sources, the production of H and He ionizing photons from
accreting BHs could play a major role in shaping the high-z
intergalactic matter (IGM; e.g., Mirabel et al. 2011; Jeon
et al. 2012, 2014). Such BH activity could originate in either
the relics of massive Pop III or Pop II stars, or in the direct
collapse of primordial gas clouds to _ :M105 massive BHs
(Bromm & Loeb 2003; Volonteri & Bellovary 2012). Accret-
ing BH populations would also contribute to the cosmic X-ray
background (CXB), due to their high-energy, non-thermal
spectral component (e.g., Ricotti et al. 2005; Yue et al. 2013b).
Cooray et al. (2012b) and Yue et al. (2013a) argue that
extrapolating the z ∼ 8 UV LF to much higher redshifts would
lead to fairly low levels of the CIB from the purely stellar
component. Yue et al. (2013b) ascribe the CIB fluctuations and
their coherence with the soft X-ray CXB (C13) to direct
collapse BHs, which with the right absorption properties (NH)
at 2z 15 can explain both the CIB fluctuations and the CIB-
CXB coherence.

We now provide a general constraint that the sources at high
z have to satisfy if they are to explain the CIB fluctuation
measurement. If the faint contributors to the source-subtracted
CIB fluctuations discussed above lie at the very early epochs
associated with the first stars, galaxies, and BHs, then they have
to contribute as follows:

1. Massive stars, such as hypothesized to dominate the first
stars era, are radiation-pressure dominated, and emit
nearly at the Eddington limit. In addition, they are close
to fully convective with the entire stellar mass taking part
in the hydrogen burning (Bromm et al. 2001;

Schaerer 2002). This leads to the high overall efficiency
of � �* 0.007. Hence, a fraction of
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or about 0.1% of the entire baryons, would have had to go
through very massive stars at high redshifts in order to
explain the flux level of ∼1 nW m−2 sr−1 implied by
Equations (1), (2), if the CIB fluctuations were produced
by these stars at high z. Note that this argument is
approximately independent of metallicity in as much as
the convection encompasses the entire star. If the excess
CIB extends to 1.6 μm with the M�3 SED, the fraction in
Equation (6) would rise to_0.6%, which is still an order
of magnitude below what Madau & Silk (2005) deemed
problematic.

2. For normal Pop II stars, described by a Salpeter IMF, the
effective efficiency is an order of magnitude lower since
only a small core burns hydrogen. This leads to the
overall efficiency being at least an order of magnitude
lower than that of massive stars requiring that if such
populations were to explain the flux level of ∼1 nW m−2

sr−1 in Equations (1), (2), they had to contribute
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If the excess CIB extends to 1.6 μm with the M�3 SED,
the fraction of normal stars required to explain such CIB
fluctuations would rise to 26%.

3. A qualitatively different contribution to the CIB arises
from the death in energetic SNe of massive Pop III and
Pop II stars at high z. Here, the kinetic energy of the
explosion, and that from the radioactive decay of the
newly synthesized Ni will be converted into radiation
(e.g., Ritter et al. 2012). However, the overall efficiency
for this conversion is extremely small. As a representative
example, if we assume a kinetic explosion energy of

_E 10SN
51 erg, and compare this with the rest energy of

a � :M M10SN progenitor, typical for standard core-
collapse SNe, we find an overall efficiency of
� �� 1E M c( ) 10SN SN SN

2 4. It is thus clear that SN
feedback will not be an important source of ionizing
radiation, compared with massive stars and BHs (see
below), and we are thus justified in neglecting their
contribution to the CIB.

4. In case of accreting black holes, �BH can be as high as 0.4
for maximally rotating Kerr-holes, and in any case is
much greater than that of H-burning. Thus, BHs can
contribute significantly even with much smaller fraction
than stars. Namely
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5. Dense stellar systems (DSS), where direct stellar
collisions may occur as a result of stellar dynamical
evolution in the early universe (Kashlinsky & Rees 1983)
releasing large amounts of energy would provide an
additional component to the net CIB balance. This

Figure 5. Transmission curves of the NIRCam W filters. Green shows the
AKARI 2.4 μm filter; red corresponds to IRAC 3.6 and 4.5 μm bands. CIBER
filters at 1.1 and 1.6 μm are shown in blue adopted from Bock et al. (2013).
The 2MASS (and NICMOS) filters are not plotted in this already crowded
figure; they are shown in, e.g., Figure 6 of Kashlinsky (2005a).
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These small “reasonable” fractions possibly appear “unreasonable” in “standard” model 

Pop 3 (massive *s):

Pop 2 (normal IMF *s):

BH emissions:
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Formation of 1st *s and CIB in “standard” DM cosmology

the near-IR and could be responsible for the observed excess
near-IR in the CIB. If zf is large, the net bolometric flux from
Population III is smaller, but because of the redshift effects,
a larger fraction of the bolometric flux will be observed today
in the near-IR bands. Furthermore, the near-IR part of the
CIB emission from Population III would be increased because
much of the shorter wavelength emission gets absorbed and re-
emitted at these bands by Lyman and free-free emission from
the ionized nebulae around Population III stars (Santos et al.
2002). The thick dashed line in Figure 2 shows the total CIB
flux evaluated from the DIRBE 1.25–3.5 !m bands. Taken at
face value, that would imply that the first-star era lasted until
zf P15. However, Population III stars only contribute a frac-
tion of the observed CIB.

3. CIB ANISOTROPIES FROM POPULATION III

The contribution of Population III stars to the CIB will
possess a spatial structure that is related to that of density
fluctuations from which the stars formed. At particular spatial
scales and wavelengths it may prove easier to distinguish
the Population III contribution from the various foregrounds
through the spatial structure rather than the measurement of
the mean (isotropic) intensity.

In the limit of small angles, the two-dimensional angu-
lar power spectrum, P2(q), of the CIB fluctuations that arise
from clustering of Population III systems with the three-
dimensional power spectrum P3(k) is given by the modified
Limber equation (Kashlinsky & Odenwald 2000a)

P2(q) ¼
1

c

Z
dI" 0

dt

! "2
P3(qd

"1
A ; z)

d2A
dt; ð3Þ

where dA is the comoving angular diameter distance. The
power spectrum P3 is in turn related to the underlying !CDM-
model power spectrum and its evolution and growth. On larger
angular scales (# k a few arcminutes) the power spectrum is in
the linear regime, and we evaluate the growth rate of fluctu-
ations using linear theory for the !-dominated cosmology.

On sufficiently small scales the primordial power spectrum
of the density field will be modified by nonlinear gravitational
effects. Figure 3 shows the density field for the !CDM model

at various high redshifts. The linear power spectrum was taken
to be that of the !CDM for the WMAP cosmological param-
eters. The nonlinear evolution of the density field was modeled
analytically using the approximation from Peacock & Dodds
(1996). For reference, 10 subtends the comoving scale of % 1.5
h"1 Mpc at z between 6 and 15 for WMAP cosmological
parameters and a dark energy equation of state with w ¼ "1.
The dotted line in Figure 3 shows the linearly evolved density
field at z ¼ 15. On subarcminute scales the density field is in
the quasilinear to nonlinear regime (density contrast k0.2) for
the !CDM model. There the spectrum due to clustering evo-
lution was modified significantly, and the fluctuation amplitude
has increased from its primordial value, especially since the
effective spectral index on these scales for the !CDM model
was n P"2.
To within a factor of order unity, the square of the fractional

fluctuation of the CIB on the angular scale ’ $=q is

%2CIB ¼

D
(%I")

2
E

I 2"
’ I"2

" q2P2(q)

2$
:

The meaning of equation (3) can be demonstrated by assum-
ing dI" 0=dt to be constant during the Population III phase

Fig. 3.—!CDM density field at z ¼ 6, 10, and 15 (red, green, and blue
solid lines, respectively). The dotted line corresponds to a linearly evolving
density field at z ¼ 15.

Fig. 2.—Left: Number of standard deviations that correspond to Population III regions collapsing at z for a !CDM power spectrum of the primordial density field.
Triangles correspond to Tvir ¼ 400 K and asterisks to Tvir ¼ 2 ; 103 K. Right: cumulative bolometric flux by Population III stars forming at z& ¼ 20 and lasting until
zf shown on the horizontal axis. The solid line corresponds to Tvir ¼ 400 K, and the dotted line to Tvir ¼ 2 ; 103 K. The thick dashed line shows the total CIB flux
from DIRBE measurements at J, K, and L bands; the shaded region shows the uncertainty. The values adopted were 22:9 ' 7:0 kJy sr"1 in the J band (Cambrésy
et al. 2001) and 16:1 ' 4:4 and 13:4 ' 3:7 kJy sr"1 in the K and L bands, respectively (Wright 2004).
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near-IR in the CIB. If zf is large, the net bolometric flux from
Population III is smaller, but because of the redshift effects,
a larger fraction of the bolometric flux will be observed today
in the near-IR bands. Furthermore, the near-IR part of the
CIB emission from Population III would be increased because
much of the shorter wavelength emission gets absorbed and re-
emitted at these bands by Lyman and free-free emission from
the ionized nebulae around Population III stars (Santos et al.
2002). The thick dashed line in Figure 2 shows the total CIB
flux evaluated from the DIRBE 1.25–3.5 !m bands. Taken at
face value, that would imply that the first-star era lasted until
zf P15. However, Population III stars only contribute a frac-
tion of the observed CIB.
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The contribution of Population III stars to the CIB will
possess a spatial structure that is related to that of density
fluctuations from which the stars formed. At particular spatial
scales and wavelengths it may prove easier to distinguish
the Population III contribution from the various foregrounds
through the spatial structure rather than the measurement of
the mean (isotropic) intensity.
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power spectrum P3 is in turn related to the underlying !CDM-
model power spectrum and its evolution and growth. On larger
angular scales (# k a few arcminutes) the power spectrum is in
the linear regime, and we evaluate the growth rate of fluctu-
ations using linear theory for the !-dominated cosmology.

On sufficiently small scales the primordial power spectrum
of the density field will be modified by nonlinear gravitational
effects. Figure 3 shows the density field for the !CDM model

at various high redshifts. The linear power spectrum was taken
to be that of the !CDM for the WMAP cosmological param-
eters. The nonlinear evolution of the density field was modeled
analytically using the approximation from Peacock & Dodds
(1996). For reference, 10 subtends the comoving scale of % 1.5
h"1 Mpc at z between 6 and 15 for WMAP cosmological
parameters and a dark energy equation of state with w ¼ "1.
The dotted line in Figure 3 shows the linearly evolved density
field at z ¼ 15. On subarcminute scales the density field is in
the quasilinear to nonlinear regime (density contrast k0.2) for
the !CDM model. There the spectrum due to clustering evo-
lution was modified significantly, and the fluctuation amplitude
has increased from its primordial value, especially since the
effective spectral index on these scales for the !CDM model
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solid lines, respectively). The dotted line corresponds to a linearly evolving
density field at z ¼ 15.

Fig. 2.—Left: Number of standard deviations that correspond to Population III regions collapsing at z for a !CDM power spectrum of the primordial density field.
Triangles correspond to Tvir ¼ 400 K and asterisks to Tvir ¼ 2 ; 103 K. Right: cumulative bolometric flux by Population III stars forming at z& ¼ 20 and lasting until
zf shown on the horizontal axis. The solid line corresponds to Tvir ¼ 400 K, and the dotted line to Tvir ¼ 2 ; 103 K. The thick dashed line shows the total CIB flux
from DIRBE measurements at J, K, and L bands; the shaded region shows the uncertainty. The values adopted were 22:9 ' 7:0 kJy sr"1 in the J band (Cambrésy
et al. 2001) and 16:1 ' 4:4 and 13:4 ' 3:7 kJy sr"1 in the K and L bands, respectively (Wright 2004).
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“Standard” (particle CDM) P(k) RMS mass density fluctuations

z=15
z=10
z=5

# of standard deviations in 
collapsing halos w Tvir>103K

Hence baryon fraction in collapsed halos: 

Z Tvir = 104K Tvir= 103K

25 9x10-5 7x10-4

20 10-3 5x10-3

15 8x10-2 1.5x10-2

10 3x10-2 7x10-2

Needed to explain CIB 
fHalof*~10-3 (z/10) (ε/10-2)
Whereas sims and 
“common sense” suggest 
f*<10%

P ∝k-3

A. Kashlinsky                                                    Brussels Apr 2019



PBHs and extra fluctuation power

• If LIGO BHs were PBHs making up DM, there number density would 
be  

• They would then be present before zeq and contribute 
• Poissonian isocurvature component with the extra power at z:

far single published event, can be made consistent with that
expected from the PBHs making up the DM such that their
comoving mean mass density, assumed constant since their
formation until at least their possible later evolution (discussed
in Section 4 and references therein), is given by
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Below we will assume, for simplicity, that all PBHs have
identical mass. The arguments that follow can be generalized to
a PBH mass distribution, such as in, e.g., Carr (1975) and
Choptuik (1993), with MPBH being the effective mass leading
to the overall nPBH comoving number density. We note that this
mass range is allowed by, although close to, the limits from the
MACHO microlensing surveys (Alcock et al. 2001). Ricotti
(2007) and Ricotti et al. (2008) have argued that if PBHs are of
this mass range, accretion onto them may violate COBE/
FIRAS constraints on the CMB blackbody energy spectrum,
but as Bird et al. (2016) discuss, such arguments are model-
dependent and subject to complex physics assumptions.
Afshordi et al. (2003) limit MPBH < 4 × 104Me from Lyα
forest data.

As pointed out by Afshordi et al. (2003), the DM from PBHs
will contain an extra (isocurvature) component due to
Poissonian fluctuations with the power component at the time
of the PBH formation being = -P nPBH, initial PBH

1 in comoving
units. From their formation to today (z = 0), these isocurvature
fluctuations would grow, at wavelengths below the horizon at
matter-radiation equality zeq, by a scale-independent factor of

( )+ z13
2 eq , so the extra power component at redshift z is given

by (Afshordi et al. 2003)
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where g(z) is the linear growth factor of fluctuations from z to
today, with g(0) = 1. Figure 1 shows the extra power
component for MPBH = 30Me compared to the ΛCDM power
spectrum from the purely adiabatic fluctuation component. The
power is plotted versus the mass contained in wavelength 2π/k,
which is ( ) ( ) := ´M r r M1.15 10 1 Mpc12 3 for the adopted
cosmological parameters. This extra power is ∝MPBH and for
MPBH > 1Me dominates the small scales relevant for collapse
of the first halos at z > 10. This isocurvature power component
dominates very small scales and has no impact on the observed
CMB anisotropies or baryonic-acoustic oscillations (Eisenstein
& Hu 1999) that appear in CIB fluctuations on arcminute scales
and can be probed with Lyman-tomography of CIB from the
upcoming Euclid survey (Kashlinsky et al. 2015a). Further-
more, unlike the part of the power from clustering, white-noise
power contributions to the angular CIB power spectrum are not
affected by the biasing amplification (Kashlinsky et al. 2004).
The net power spectrum would be given by
( ) ( ) ( )= +LP k z P k z P z, ,tot CDM PBH , which we use to evaluate

the rms density contrast at z over a sphere of comoving
radius rM containing mass M(rM) as ( )s =zM

( ) ( )òp
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦P k z W kr k dk, M

1
2 tot TH

2 1 2
2 after normalizing to σ8 over

8h−1 Mpc at z = 0. (WTH is the top-hat function.) Assuming
spherical collapse, masses with density contrast >δcol = 1.68 at
that epoch will have collapsed by z. In general, collapse and
subsequent formation of compact objects is driven by balance
between pressure and gravity, which in turn is determined by

Figure 1. Black solid line marks the CMBFAST-computed ΛCDM power spectrum at z = 20 vs. the mass contained within the comoving radius 2π/k for the
cosmological parameters adopted here. Black dashes show the PΛCDM ∝ k−3 extrapolation to scales inaccessible to CMBFAST, but relevant for the first halos’
collapse. Red horizontal solid line shows the Poissonian power from DM PBHs of MPBH = 30Me, which clearly dominates the scales relevant for halo collapse at this
epoch.
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far single published event, can be made consistent with that
expected from the PBHs making up the DM such that their
comoving mean mass density, assumed constant since their
formation until at least their possible later evolution (discussed
in Section 4 and references therein), is given by
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Below we will assume, for simplicity, that all PBHs have
identical mass. The arguments that follow can be generalized to
a PBH mass distribution, such as in, e.g., Carr (1975) and
Choptuik (1993), with MPBH being the effective mass leading
to the overall nPBH comoving number density. We note that this
mass range is allowed by, although close to, the limits from the
MACHO microlensing surveys (Alcock et al. 2001). Ricotti
(2007) and Ricotti et al. (2008) have argued that if PBHs are of
this mass range, accretion onto them may violate COBE/
FIRAS constraints on the CMB blackbody energy spectrum,
but as Bird et al. (2016) discuss, such arguments are model-
dependent and subject to complex physics assumptions.
Afshordi et al. (2003) limit MPBH < 4 × 104Me from Lyα
forest data.

As pointed out by Afshordi et al. (2003), the DM from PBHs
will contain an extra (isocurvature) component due to
Poissonian fluctuations with the power component at the time
of the PBH formation being = -P nPBH, initial PBH

1 in comoving
units. From their formation to today (z = 0), these isocurvature
fluctuations would grow, at wavelengths below the horizon at
matter-radiation equality zeq, by a scale-independent factor of

( )+ z13
2 eq , so the extra power component at redshift z is given

by (Afshordi et al. 2003)
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where g(z) is the linear growth factor of fluctuations from z to
today, with g(0) = 1. Figure 1 shows the extra power
component for MPBH = 30Me compared to the ΛCDM power
spectrum from the purely adiabatic fluctuation component. The
power is plotted versus the mass contained in wavelength 2π/k,
which is ( ) ( ) := ´M r r M1.15 10 1 Mpc12 3 for the adopted
cosmological parameters. This extra power is ∝MPBH and for
MPBH > 1Me dominates the small scales relevant for collapse
of the first halos at z > 10. This isocurvature power component
dominates very small scales and has no impact on the observed
CMB anisotropies or baryonic-acoustic oscillations (Eisenstein
& Hu 1999) that appear in CIB fluctuations on arcminute scales
and can be probed with Lyman-tomography of CIB from the
upcoming Euclid survey (Kashlinsky et al. 2015a). Further-
more, unlike the part of the power from clustering, white-noise
power contributions to the angular CIB power spectrum are not
affected by the biasing amplification (Kashlinsky et al. 2004).
The net power spectrum would be given by
( ) ( ) ( )= +LP k z P k z P z, ,tot CDM PBH , which we use to evaluate

the rms density contrast at z over a sphere of comoving
radius rM containing mass M(rM) as ( )s =zM

( ) ( )òp
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦P k z W kr k dk, M

1
2 tot TH

2 1 2
2 after normalizing to σ8 over

8h−1 Mpc at z = 0. (WTH is the top-hat function.) Assuming
spherical collapse, masses with density contrast >δcol = 1.68 at
that epoch will have collapsed by z. In general, collapse and
subsequent formation of compact objects is driven by balance
between pressure and gravity, which in turn is determined by

Figure 1. Black solid line marks the CMBFAST-computed ΛCDM power spectrum at z = 20 vs. the mass contained within the comoving radius 2π/k for the
cosmological parameters adopted here. Black dashes show the PΛCDM ∝ k−3 extrapolation to scales inaccessible to CMBFAST, but relevant for the first halos’
collapse. Red horizontal solid line shows the Poissonian power from DM PBHs of MPBH = 30Me, which clearly dominates the scales relevant for halo collapse at this
epoch.
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far single published event, can be made consistent with that
expected from the PBHs making up the DM such that their
comoving mean mass density, assumed constant since their
formation until at least their possible later evolution (discussed
in Section 4 and references therein), is given by
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Below we will assume, for simplicity, that all PBHs have
identical mass. The arguments that follow can be generalized to
a PBH mass distribution, such as in, e.g., Carr (1975) and
Choptuik (1993), with MPBH being the effective mass leading
to the overall nPBH comoving number density. We note that this
mass range is allowed by, although close to, the limits from the
MACHO microlensing surveys (Alcock et al. 2001). Ricotti
(2007) and Ricotti et al. (2008) have argued that if PBHs are of
this mass range, accretion onto them may violate COBE/
FIRAS constraints on the CMB blackbody energy spectrum,
but as Bird et al. (2016) discuss, such arguments are model-
dependent and subject to complex physics assumptions.
Afshordi et al. (2003) limit MPBH < 4 × 104Me from Lyα
forest data.

As pointed out by Afshordi et al. (2003), the DM from PBHs
will contain an extra (isocurvature) component due to
Poissonian fluctuations with the power component at the time
of the PBH formation being = -P nPBH, initial PBH

1 in comoving
units. From their formation to today (z = 0), these isocurvature
fluctuations would grow, at wavelengths below the horizon at
matter-radiation equality zeq, by a scale-independent factor of

( )+ z13
2 eq , so the extra power component at redshift z is given

by (Afshordi et al. 2003)
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where g(z) is the linear growth factor of fluctuations from z to
today, with g(0) = 1. Figure 1 shows the extra power
component for MPBH = 30Me compared to the ΛCDM power
spectrum from the purely adiabatic fluctuation component. The
power is plotted versus the mass contained in wavelength 2π/k,
which is ( ) ( ) := ´M r r M1.15 10 1 Mpc12 3 for the adopted
cosmological parameters. This extra power is ∝MPBH and for
MPBH > 1Me dominates the small scales relevant for collapse
of the first halos at z > 10. This isocurvature power component
dominates very small scales and has no impact on the observed
CMB anisotropies or baryonic-acoustic oscillations (Eisenstein
& Hu 1999) that appear in CIB fluctuations on arcminute scales
and can be probed with Lyman-tomography of CIB from the
upcoming Euclid survey (Kashlinsky et al. 2015a). Further-
more, unlike the part of the power from clustering, white-noise
power contributions to the angular CIB power spectrum are not
affected by the biasing amplification (Kashlinsky et al. 2004).
The net power spectrum would be given by
( ) ( ) ( )= +LP k z P k z P z, ,tot CDM PBH , which we use to evaluate

the rms density contrast at z over a sphere of comoving
radius rM containing mass M(rM) as ( )s =zM

( ) ( )òp
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦P k z W kr k dk, M

1
2 tot TH

2 1 2
2 after normalizing to σ8 over

8h−1 Mpc at z = 0. (WTH is the top-hat function.) Assuming
spherical collapse, masses with density contrast >δcol = 1.68 at
that epoch will have collapsed by z. In general, collapse and
subsequent formation of compact objects is driven by balance
between pressure and gravity, which in turn is determined by

Figure 1. Black solid line marks the CMBFAST-computed ΛCDM power spectrum at z = 20 vs. the mass contained within the comoving radius 2π/k for the
cosmological parameters adopted here. Black dashes show the PΛCDM ∝ k−3 extrapolation to scales inaccessible to CMBFAST, but relevant for the first halos’
collapse. Red horizontal solid line shows the Poissonian power from DM PBHs of MPBH = 30Me, which clearly dominates the scales relevant for halo collapse at this
epoch.
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far single published event, can be made consistent with that
expected from the PBHs making up the DM such that their
comoving mean mass density, assumed constant since their
formation until at least their possible later evolution (discussed
in Section 4 and references therein), is given by
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Below we will assume, for simplicity, that all PBHs have
identical mass. The arguments that follow can be generalized to
a PBH mass distribution, such as in, e.g., Carr (1975) and
Choptuik (1993), with MPBH being the effective mass leading
to the overall nPBH comoving number density. We note that this
mass range is allowed by, although close to, the limits from the
MACHO microlensing surveys (Alcock et al. 2001). Ricotti
(2007) and Ricotti et al. (2008) have argued that if PBHs are of
this mass range, accretion onto them may violate COBE/
FIRAS constraints on the CMB blackbody energy spectrum,
but as Bird et al. (2016) discuss, such arguments are model-
dependent and subject to complex physics assumptions.
Afshordi et al. (2003) limit MPBH < 4 × 104Me from Lyα
forest data.

As pointed out by Afshordi et al. (2003), the DM from PBHs
will contain an extra (isocurvature) component due to
Poissonian fluctuations with the power component at the time
of the PBH formation being = -P nPBH, initial PBH

1 in comoving
units. From their formation to today (z = 0), these isocurvature
fluctuations would grow, at wavelengths below the horizon at
matter-radiation equality zeq, by a scale-independent factor of

( )+ z13
2 eq , so the extra power component at redshift z is given

by (Afshordi et al. 2003)
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where g(z) is the linear growth factor of fluctuations from z to
today, with g(0) = 1. Figure 1 shows the extra power
component for MPBH = 30Me compared to the ΛCDM power
spectrum from the purely adiabatic fluctuation component. The
power is plotted versus the mass contained in wavelength 2π/k,
which is ( ) ( ) := ´M r r M1.15 10 1 Mpc12 3 for the adopted
cosmological parameters. This extra power is ∝MPBH and for
MPBH > 1Me dominates the small scales relevant for collapse
of the first halos at z > 10. This isocurvature power component
dominates very small scales and has no impact on the observed
CMB anisotropies or baryonic-acoustic oscillations (Eisenstein
& Hu 1999) that appear in CIB fluctuations on arcminute scales
and can be probed with Lyman-tomography of CIB from the
upcoming Euclid survey (Kashlinsky et al. 2015a). Further-
more, unlike the part of the power from clustering, white-noise
power contributions to the angular CIB power spectrum are not
affected by the biasing amplification (Kashlinsky et al. 2004).
The net power spectrum would be given by
( ) ( ) ( )= +LP k z P k z P z, ,tot CDM PBH , which we use to evaluate

the rms density contrast at z over a sphere of comoving
radius rM containing mass M(rM) as ( )s =zM

( ) ( )òp
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦P k z W kr k dk, M

1
2 tot TH

2 1 2
2 after normalizing to σ8 over

8h−1 Mpc at z = 0. (WTH is the top-hat function.) Assuming
spherical collapse, masses with density contrast >δcol = 1.68 at
that epoch will have collapsed by z. In general, collapse and
subsequent formation of compact objects is driven by balance
between pressure and gravity, which in turn is determined by

Figure 1. Black solid line marks the CMBFAST-computed ΛCDM power spectrum at z = 20 vs. the mass contained within the comoving radius 2π/k for the
cosmological parameters adopted here. Black dashes show the PΛCDM ∝ k−3 extrapolation to scales inaccessible to CMBFAST, but relevant for the first halos’
collapse. Red horizontal solid line shows the Poissonian power from DM PBHs of MPBH = 30Me, which clearly dominates the scales relevant for halo collapse at this
epoch.
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far single published event, can be made consistent with that
expected from the PBHs making up the DM such that their
comoving mean mass density, assumed constant since their
formation until at least their possible later evolution (discussed
in Section 4 and references therein), is given by
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Below we will assume, for simplicity, that all PBHs have
identical mass. The arguments that follow can be generalized to
a PBH mass distribution, such as in, e.g., Carr (1975) and
Choptuik (1993), with MPBH being the effective mass leading
to the overall nPBH comoving number density. We note that this
mass range is allowed by, although close to, the limits from the
MACHO microlensing surveys (Alcock et al. 2001). Ricotti
(2007) and Ricotti et al. (2008) have argued that if PBHs are of
this mass range, accretion onto them may violate COBE/
FIRAS constraints on the CMB blackbody energy spectrum,
but as Bird et al. (2016) discuss, such arguments are model-
dependent and subject to complex physics assumptions.
Afshordi et al. (2003) limit MPBH < 4 × 104Me from Lyα
forest data.

As pointed out by Afshordi et al. (2003), the DM from PBHs
will contain an extra (isocurvature) component due to
Poissonian fluctuations with the power component at the time
of the PBH formation being = -P nPBH, initial PBH

1 in comoving
units. From their formation to today (z = 0), these isocurvature
fluctuations would grow, at wavelengths below the horizon at
matter-radiation equality zeq, by a scale-independent factor of

( )+ z13
2 eq , so the extra power component at redshift z is given

by (Afshordi et al. 2003)
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where g(z) is the linear growth factor of fluctuations from z to
today, with g(0) = 1. Figure 1 shows the extra power
component for MPBH = 30Me compared to the ΛCDM power
spectrum from the purely adiabatic fluctuation component. The
power is plotted versus the mass contained in wavelength 2π/k,
which is ( ) ( ) := ´M r r M1.15 10 1 Mpc12 3 for the adopted
cosmological parameters. This extra power is ∝MPBH and for
MPBH > 1Me dominates the small scales relevant for collapse
of the first halos at z > 10. This isocurvature power component
dominates very small scales and has no impact on the observed
CMB anisotropies or baryonic-acoustic oscillations (Eisenstein
& Hu 1999) that appear in CIB fluctuations on arcminute scales
and can be probed with Lyman-tomography of CIB from the
upcoming Euclid survey (Kashlinsky et al. 2015a). Further-
more, unlike the part of the power from clustering, white-noise
power contributions to the angular CIB power spectrum are not
affected by the biasing amplification (Kashlinsky et al. 2004).
The net power spectrum would be given by
( ) ( ) ( )= +LP k z P k z P z, ,tot CDM PBH , which we use to evaluate

the rms density contrast at z over a sphere of comoving
radius rM containing mass M(rM) as ( )s =zM

( ) ( )òp
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦P k z W kr k dk, M

1
2 tot TH

2 1 2
2 after normalizing to σ8 over

8h−1 Mpc at z = 0. (WTH is the top-hat function.) Assuming
spherical collapse, masses with density contrast >δcol = 1.68 at
that epoch will have collapsed by z. In general, collapse and
subsequent formation of compact objects is driven by balance
between pressure and gravity, which in turn is determined by

Figure 1. Black solid line marks the CMBFAST-computed ΛCDM power spectrum at z = 20 vs. the mass contained within the comoving radius 2π/k for the
cosmological parameters adopted here. Black dashes show the PΛCDM ∝ k−3 extrapolation to scales inaccessible to CMBFAST, but relevant for the first halos’
collapse. Red horizontal solid line shows the Poissonian power from DM PBHs of MPBH = 30Me, which clearly dominates the scales relevant for halo collapse at this
epoch.
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• This extra power will
dominate the small 
scales responsible for
collapse of 1st minihaloes
where 1st sources form!
The resultant CIB 
would change dramatically.

A. Kashlinsky                                                    Brussels Apr 2019



1st minihalo collapse in presence of DM PBHs

cooling in the collapsing gas. Two modes of halo collapse are
relevant here: if enough H2 forms, the gas will have T ; 103 K,
and in the absence of metals, the H cooling will in any event
keep the gas at T ; 104 K (see the review by Bromm &
Larson 2004). Figure 2 shows the resultant rms density
fluctuation versus mass at various z relevant here forMPBH = (0,
15, 30) Me with the vertical lines demarcating where the halo
virial temperatures exceed these limits. The strong increase in

the rms density contrast, over that in the absence of the PBHs,
at masses of the first halos capable of producing luminous
objects, is obvious. This increase will lead to substantially more
collapsed halos capable of forming luminous sources at z > 10.
We use the Press–Schechter formalism (Press & Schechter

1974) to compute the fraction of collapsed halos as the
probability of a density field region with virial temperature Tvir
having overdensity > δcol. For Gaussian-distributed density

Figure 2. Curves show the rms density contrast over the halo mass forMPBH = 0 (thin), 15 (thick), and 30 (thickest) andMe at z = 30 (red), 20 (green), 15 (blue), and
10 (black). Black horizontal line shows δcol, so halos with density contrast > δcol collapse at that z. Vertical dashes with same color notation mark halo mass where
Tvir > 104 K and vertical dashed–dotted lines show the same for Tvir > 103 K (at z > 15 they are to the left of the box).

Figure 3. Fraction of collapsed halos (Equation (4)) at Tvir > 104 K (left) and Tvir > 103 K (right) vs. z for standard ΛCDM power spectrum (red filled circles), DM
PBHs with MPBH = 15Me (open black circles) and MPBH = 30Me (filled black circles). Thick solid curves mark the overall fraction of baryons (effectively f* fHalo)
needed to produce the observed CIB per Equation (1) with fHalo = 1 with the H-burning radiation efficiency ò = 0.007 (blue) and BH-type efficiency ò = 0.2 (black).
The mean efficiency of the required conversion of baryons into luminous sources inside each halo would be the ratio of the solid curves to the circles. While f* is high
(even higher than, or comparable to, 100% at z  20), it remains very modest if the PBHs make up the DM.
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Tvir > 104 K and vertical dashed–dotted lines show the same for Tvir > 103 K (at z > 15 they are to the left of the box).

Figure 3. Fraction of collapsed halos (Equation (4)) at Tvir > 104 K (left) and Tvir > 103 K (right) vs. z for standard ΛCDM power spectrum (red filled circles), DM
PBHs with MPBH = 15Me (open black circles) and MPBH = 30Me (filled black circles). Thick solid curves mark the overall fraction of baryons (effectively f* fHalo)
needed to produce the observed CIB per Equation (1) with fHalo = 1 with the H-burning radiation efficiency ò = 0.007 (blue) and BH-type efficiency ò = 0.2 (black).
The mean efficiency of the required conversion of baryons into luminous sources inside each halo would be the ratio of the solid curves to the circles. While f* is high
(even higher than, or comparable to, 100% at z  20), it remains very modest if the PBHs make up the DM.
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FUTURE: Euclid (2013-2031)
LIBRAE – Looking at Infrared Background Radiation Anisotropies w Euclid

• The project will measure all-sky CIB fluctuations with sub-percent stat accuracy
• Measure cross-power with all-sky CXB (eROSITA+) and CMB (S4+) maps
• Determine the epochs (Lyman break) of the populations
• Determine the SED of these (new) populations

• Launch in ~2022 for 6-yr mission at L2
• One visible band VIS around 0.6 mic
• Three NIR bands from  1 to 2 micron
• Instantaneous FOV ~ 0.5 deg2

• Wide survey ~ 35-45% of sky to AB~26
• Deep survey covers 40 deg2 to AB~28
• LIBRAE was selected to complement the 

main goal of measuring Dark Energy 
evolution w weak lensing and BAO

A NASA-selected cosmic infrared background (CIB) study to measure what were the 1st

sources - Pop 3 stars, BHs, and in what proportions, when and how many - as well as 
probe IGM and BAOs at 10<z<20. 
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LIBRAE – Looking at Infrared Background Radiation Anisotropies with  Euclid

The planned science:

https://www.euclid.caltech.edu/page/Kashlinsky%20Team
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LIBRAE has 7 US-based scientists and a similarly sized contingent in Europe. 

PI – A. Kashlinsky
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LIBRAE: probing source-subtracted CIB and its Lyman break

• Because fluctuation in visible bands are 
significant compared to the remaining source-
subtracted CIB one needs to remove 
sources to AB ≿ 25 to probe reliably any 
Lyman-break in the CIB fluctuation.

• Euclid will remove sources in VIS deep enough to comfortably probe the Lyman 
break of the source-subtracted CIB fluctuation. 

• The large area will enable probing it with sub-percent statistical accuracy
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LIBRAE + eROSITA/Athena: probing 1st BHs– 4 –

Fig. 1.— (a) Underlying ⇤CDM power spectrum in eq. 1 projected to dA = 1.1, 6.6, 7.2, 7.5, 7.9

Gpc at z = 0.4, 5, 10, 15, 25, 30. Figure shows the contributions to the cross-power, P⇤CDM(q/dA),

from various z; at z
>
⇠ 3 the Universe is in the Einstein-deSitter regime with density fluctuations

growing / (1+z)�1 and hence the power at z � 5 is shown multiplied by (1+z)2. (b) Blue - 3.6 µm,

red - 4.5 µm. Solid green line is the best fit assuming 1) the power over 10 < 2⇡/q < 200 combining

the data at 3.6 and 4.5 µm and 2) the template from (a) project to dA = 7 Gpc (z = 15); the yellow

regions marks one standard deviation of the fit which gives �2
0 = 10.85 for 18 data points. (c) X-ray

sensitivities. (d) Residual CXB per Kari’s current reconstruction, �FX, from sources fainter than

sensitivity displayed in (c) from with CXB from the new populations identified with the CIB-CXB

coherence. X-ray fluctuations from Galaxy are shown with thick horizontal line per Nico’s estimate.

density field is in linear regime, the underlying 3-D power spectrum is linearly biased with respect

to the underlying ⇤CDM power, P(k, z) = b1(z)b2(z)P⇤CDM(k, z). In linear regime of density field

and at z
>
⇠ 3 the power spectrum P⇤CDM(k, z) / (1 + z)�2. Fig. 1a shows P⇤CDM(k, z)(1 + z)2
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• CXB fluctuation 
implied by new pops
consistent w high-z
origin
• Its amplitude is 
such that the CXB due
to these sources is hard
to probe directly

• eROSITA and Athena in conjunction with 
Euclid will be able to probe this CXB 
signal w. high fidelity between 1’ and ~2o
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Summary of LIBRAE prospects for PBH-DM 

Where we are now Where LIBRAE can be
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Summary
• Current measurements with Spitzer established CIB 

fluctuations well in excess of those from known galaxies.
• There appears a high coherence between unresolved CIB & 

CXB implying a high fraction of the sources in black holes.
• The extra power implied by the source-subtracted CIB may be 

indicative of the PBH-DM collusion, which is further 
supported by the  CIB-CXB coherence.

• There are now preparations for LIBRAE@Euclid which will 
resolve this CIB signal with <1% accuracy and identify the 
nature and epochs of the sources producing it.

• eROSITA/Athena will be critical for CIB-CXB probe w LIBRAE.

• STAY TUNED!
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